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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL & RESOURCE ECONOMICS

RESEARCH

Research Positions: (7.45)
Researcher, R5, #84915, #84114, #84128
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83184
Assist Researcher, R3, #84216, #83211, #82012, #84449, #84552
Assoc Specialist, S4, #82058, #84872, #82107
Assoc Specialist, S3, #82554
Professor, ISR, #83611, #84627

Graduate Assistant
GA-2R, #88494 (.50)
GA-2R, #88431 (.50)

Supervising Statistics Clerk, SR-12, #07872
Clerk-Steno II, SR-09, #25104

EXTENSION

Extension Positions: (1.37)
Researcher, R5, #84915, #85885, #84128
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83184
Assist Researcher, R3, #84449, #84552
Assoc Specialist, S4, #82058
Assoc Professor, ISR, #84926
Clerk-Steno III, SR-11, #00795

INSTRUCTION

Instructional Positions: (2.85)
Researcher, R5, #84915, #84114, #85885, #82772, #84128,
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83184
Assist Researcher, R3, #84216, #82732,
Assoc Specialist, S4, #83211, #84449
Assoc Specialist, S3, #82058, #84872

Asst Specialist, ISR, #82554
Professor, ISR, #84627
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DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL SCIENCES

RESEARCH
Research Positions: (5.25)
Researcher, R5, #63862, #84454, #62735, #84049
Asst Researcher, R4, #62248
Asst Researcher, R3, #64228, #83633, #84496
Asst Specialist, S4, #83830
Asst Specialist, S3, #62920, #84323
Graduate Assistant, GA-1R, #88303 (.50)
UH Res Assoc V, P09, #80410
UH Res Assoc IV, P07, #80392
UH Computer Spec IV, P09, #80037 (.20)
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #00428
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #00395, #00396, #00412, #11024
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00412, #00433
Agr: Res Tech III, SR-11, #00401, #00418, #00420, #03712, #00434
Agr Res Aid II, SR-9, #00410, #00441, #04481, #04484, #15515
Equipment Operator III, W9-09, #00419
Clerk-Steno II, SR-09, #00424

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (3.05)
Researcher, R5, #63862
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83070
Asst Researcher, #83633
Assoc Specialist, S4, #83830
Asst Specialist, S3, #62920, #83017, #84323
UH Computer Spec IV, P09, #80037 (.80)
Secretary II, SR-14, #00801

INSTRUCTION
Instructional Positions: (3.45)
Researcher, R5, #63862, #84454, #62735, #84049
Assoc Researcher, R4, #62248
Asst Researcher, R3, #64228, #83633, #84496
Assoc Specialist, R4, #83830
Asst Specialist, R3, #62920, #83017, #84323
Graduate Assistant, GA-1, #88165 (.50)
Clerk Typist II, SR-08, #42682
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PLANT MOLECULAR PHYSIOLOGY

RESEARCH

Research Positions (3.95)
Researcher, R5, #84617, #82023
Assoc Researcher, R4, #82094, #84500, #82432
Asst Researcher, R3, #8396B
Graduate Assistant, GA-1R, #88509 (0.50)
Un Research Assoc V, P09, #81362, #81666, #80409
Un Research Assoc III, P05, #80313
Secretary II, SR-14, #00402
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RESEARCH
Research Positions: (1.30)
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83843
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082

EXTENSION
Extension Positions: (2.70)
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082
Assoc Specialist, S3, #84501

INSTRUCTION
Instruction Positions: (14.14)
Assoc Researcher, R4, #83843
Professor, I3R, #85151
Assoc Professor, I4R, #84082
Assoc Professor, I4, #82869, #83242
Assoc Professor, I3, #81159, #82529,
#82713, #83384, #83220, #82392,
#83525, #83666, #83343, #82336
Instructor, I2, #82699
Asst Specialist, S3, #84914
Clerk-Steno II, SR-09, #21208
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4-H-YOUTH
Extension Positions (2.00)
Full-time: #84489, #84147
Secretary II, SR-14, #04115
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Foamohlo Experiment Station
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #00429
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #0478, #24269
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #00413,
#00445, #24268
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #00444,
#00422, #0477
Bulldozer Operator II, WB-10, #00443

Waianamalo Experiment Station
Agr Res Tech VI, SR-18, #04779
Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #04476
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #07481
#07484, #11023
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #09077
Bulldozer Op II, WB-10, #04450

Agr Res Tech V, SR-16, #07482
Agr Res Tech IV, SR-14, #11021,
#11022, #00437
Agr Res Tech III, SR-11, #09076,
#00414
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